
















Basic Pizza Dough Recipe - Yields 6-8 dough balls

Ingredient

Directions

Step 1

Quantity Notes

Notes

Flour 1.9L

Water .6L

Yeast

Fresh Yeast* 1/2 tsp

Active Dry
Yeast (ADY)

Instant Dry
Yeast (IDY)

2 tsp

2 tsp

or

or

Sea Salt 2 Tbsp

Pour Water into mixing bowl.
Step 2 Add Yeast to Water in bowl.  If using Fresh Yeast, hold Yeast in your hand and 

squeeze/work around while you let it dissolve.  If using ADY or IDY, mix into 
water and stir to dissolve.  Let rest for 5 minutes.

Step 3 Attach dough hook and turn on to the lowest setting; over the course of 3 
minutes, slowly incorporate 70-80% of the flour (does not have to be exact) 
into the Water and Yeast mixture. Once combined, remove bowl from the 
mixing stand, cover the bowl with a damp towel or plastic wrap and let stand 
for 30 minutes.

Step 4 Combine the Sea Salt with the remaining Flour
Step 5 Return bowl to mixing stand, turn on to the lowest setting and slowly incorpo-

rate the remaining Flour and Sea Salt into the dough - approximately 2 to 3 
minutes.
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50/50 mixture of All Purpose and Bread Flour recommended - 
Adjust ratio to taste

Use cool, but not cold, tap water

Finely ground salt incorporates into the dough best

Use a "Heaping" 1/2 Teaspoon

*  Fresh Yeast is the best type of yeast to use for the development of flavor.  

Equipment

Stand Mixer You will need a Stand Mixer with a Dough Hook attachment for 
this recipe.

Recipes



 Step 6 Continue mixing on the lowest setting for 10 minutes, making sure to watch that
the dough does not simply form a ball around the dough hook. If the dough 
forms a ball around the dough hook and is not being kneaded, stop the mixer 
and remove the dough from the dough hook, then resume mixing. Also, for best 
results you want the dough to remain as cool as possible during the mixing 
process. You’ll want to occasionally stop the mixer to check and see if the 
dough is becoming too warm.  If the dough feels too warm, stop mixer for 30 
seconds to 1 minute and resume mixing.

 Step 7 Place the dough on a clean counter and form the dough into a rectangular
mass that is approximately 1 to 2 inches thick.  Let the dough rest on the count-
er, covered by a damp towel or plastic wrap for 1 1/2 to 2 hours.

 Step 8 Cut the dough into 2 strips and create the dough balls.  Create the balls by 
holding the end of one strip in your hand and rolling the end over with your 
thumbs and curling your fingers under.  You'll need to do this a few times until 
you have a medium to medium large handful of dough (9 to 10 Ounces of 
dough).  At this point, hold the dough ball in one hand, and using the thumb 
and fore-finger of your other hand slowly tighten them around the base of the 
dough ball where you want to cut through the dough.  You want to squeeze 
through the dough, not rip or tear the dough.  You should get 3 to 4 dough balls 
out of each strip. 

 Step 9 Place the dough balls into a container(s) lightly dusted with flour and cover with
a lid or plastic wrap. Large casserole dish sized food-storage containers work 
well.

 Step 10 You now have 2 options; 

1) WARM FERMENT:  Let your dough container rest on the counter in a cool dry 
place (around 70 F) for 4 to 6 hours, and then you're ready to make pizza!

2) COLD FERMENT*:  Let your dough container rest in the refrigerator for any-
where from 12 hours up to 3 days. The longer that you let the dough rest, the 
more complex the flavor development becomes. 1 to 3 days produces the best 
results in our opinion, though we encourage you to experiment with the differ-
ent methods and times to determine your favorite type of crust.
  
* If you use the COLD FERMENT method, make sure to take your dough out of 
the refrigerator 2 to 3 hours prior to baking pizzas so the dough will stretch more 
easily.
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See www.bakerstonebox.com for recipes, demonstrations and other helpful tips



Neapolitan Style Pizza Sauce - Yield: 12 to 16 Ounces (Approximately)

Ingredient

Directions

Step 1

Quantity Notes

Notes

Whole Peeled
Tomatoes*

828ml
can

Sea Salt 1 tsp

Open can of Tomatoes and preserve the puree or liquid.
Step 2 Remove Tomatoes from the liquid one at a time, and while holding your hand 

in or above a sink, remove the excess liquid from them by using using your 
thumb to press through one side of the Tomato while gently squeezing your 
hand into a fist around it.  Place the squeezed/drained Tomato into the bowl/-
container of your Food Processor, Blender or Food Mill.  

Step 3 Add the Sea Salt to the Tomatoes.
Step 4 Choose your grinding/chopping/blending method below:

Step 5 Transfer the sauce to a bowl, and if needed, add/stir-in enough of the 
reserved puree/liquid to achieve your desired consistency.

FOOD MILL - Place your Food Mill over a bowl and manually grind the Toma-
toes in your Food Mill using the Coarse Plate until only the skins remain in the 
Food Mill.

FOOD PROCESSOR - Using the PULSE setting on your Food Processor, chop until 
you achieve a thick sauce-like consistency.

BLENDER - Using the PULSE setting on your Blender, blend until you achieve a 
thick sauce-like consistency (you may need to add a small amount of the 
reserved puree/liquid to get the contents of the Blender moving).

San Marzano Tomatoes are the preferred style of tomatoes
* You can use your favorite brand of Whole Peeled Tomatoes or Whole Peeled 
Tomatoes with Basil if San Marzano style are not available.  For best results, try 

to find a brand that offers "in puree" instead of "in juice" or "in water". 

Finely ground salt incorporates into the sauce best - Add more to 
taste 1/2 tsp at a time

Equipment
Food Processor, Blender
or Food Mill

A Food Mill with the coarse plate provides the best results as you 
do not have to worry about over blending and making your sauce 
too thin.  A Food Processor or Blender work well, just make sure you 
use the PULSE setting so you can control the consistency by using 
short bursts of chopping/blending until you achieve your desired 

consitency.
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See www.bakerstonebox.com for recipes, demonstrations and other helpful tips



Margherita Pizza - Yield: One 12" to 13" Pizza

Ingredient Quantity Notes

Pizza Dough 1 Ball Use your favorite Pizza Dough recipe or store-bought Pizza Dough 

Pizza Sauce 60-80g Use your favorite Pizza Sauce recipe or store-bought Pizza Sauce

Mozzarella
Cheese

60-100g Use Fresh Mozzarella and pull apart as you go or use Shredded 
Mozzarella

Sea Salt to taste Use your favorite style of Sea Salt, finely or coarsely  ground are 
acceptable

Olive
Oil

to taste Use a good quality EVOO (Extra Virgin Olive Oil) for best flavor

Fresh Basil
Leaves*

6-10
Leaves

Use Fresh Basil Leaves whole or torn into pieces
* Fresh Basil provides an excellent flavor and appearance but Dried Basil can 

be used if Fresh Basil is not available

Flour .11-.24L  For dusting peel and coating of Pizza Dough

Equipment
Pizza Peel (Wooden) Use a Wooden Pizza Peel that has been dusted with flour in order 

to transfer your pizza into the Pizza Oven Box.

Ladle or Large Spoon Use a Ladle or Large Spoon to transfer the Pizza Sauce to your 
stretched Pizza Dough.

Round Pizza Turner
or Spatula

Use a Round Pizza Turner or Spatula to rotate your pizza through-
out the cooking process.

Pizza Peel (Metal) Use a Metal Pizza Peel in order to remove your cooked pizza from 
the Pizza Oven Box and transfer it to a cutting board or serving 
tray.

Rolling Pin (optional) We recommend hand stretching your Pizza Dough for best 
results, although you can use a Rolling Pin if you choose to do so.
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Directions

Step 1 Dust a Wooden Pizza Peel with Flour

Step 2 Coat Pizza Dough with Flour by laying one side of Pizza Dough and then the 
other in Flour.

Step 3 Hand-Stretch or use a Rolling Pin to roll the Pizza Dough into a 12" disk.

Step 4 Place your stretched Pizza Dough onto the Wooden Pizza Peel.

Step 5 Using a Ladle or Large Spoon, place the Pizza Sauce in center of your Pizza 
Dough and using a circular motion, spread evenly around the pizza.

Step 6 Evenly distribute the Mozzarella Cheese over your Pizza Dough.

Step 7 Sprinkle the Sea Salt over your Pizza Dough.

Step 8 Lightly drizzle Olive Oil over your Pizza Dough, beginning in the center and using 
a circular/spiral motion moving towards the outer edge and then you can also 
brush or rub a small amount of Olive Oil over the top and outer edge of crust to 
assist with browning the crust if you would like.

Step 9 Launch the pizza into the Pizza Oven Box and cook for 1 minute.

Step 10 Using the Round Pizza Turner or Spatula, rotate your pizza using a 1/4 to 1/3 turn 
every 30 to 45 seconds to evenly brown your pizza.

Step 11 Once your pizza is almost ready (after approx 2 1/2 to 3 min *) remove the pizza 
with the Metal Pizza Peel and evenly distribute Basil Leaves over pizza and cook 
for 30 to 45 seconds.

*Cooking times are provided as basic guidelines. Weather conditions,Grill condi-
tion and Grill performance such as its BTU rating will all affect cooking times.

Step 12 Remove and enjoy!
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See www.bakerstonebox.com for recipes, demonstrations and other helpful tips



Pepperoni or Salami Pizza - Yield: One 12" to 13" Pizza

Ingredient Quantity Notes

Pizza Dough 1 Ball Use your favorite Pizza Dough recipe or store-bought Pizza Dough 

Pizza Sauce 60-80g Use your favorite Pizza Sauce recipe or store-bought Pizza Sauce

Mozzarella
Cheese

60-100g Use Fresh Mozzarella and pull apart as you go or use Shredded 
Mozzarella

Pepperoni
or Salami

60-80g Use your favorite brand of Pepperoni or Salami

Sea Salt to taste Use your favorite style of Sea Salt, finely or coarsely  ground are 
acceptable

Olive
Oil

to taste Use a good quality EVOO (Extra Virgin Olive Oil) for best flavor

Fresh Oregano
Leaves*

15-20
Leaves

Use whole Fresh Oregano Leaves
* Fresh Oregano provides an excellent flavor and appearance but Dried 

Oregano can be used if fresh is not available 

Flour .11-.24L  For dusting peel and coating of Pizza Dough

Equipment
Pizza Peel (Wooden) Use a Wooden Pizza Peel that has been dusted with flour in order 

to transfer your pizza into the Pizza Oven Box.

Ladle or Large Spoon Use a Ladle or Large Spoon to transfer the Pizza Sauce to your 
stretched Pizza Dough.

Round Pizza Turner
or Spatula

Use a Round Pizza Turner or Spatula to rotate your pizza through-
out the cooking process.

Pizza Peel (Metal) Use a Metal Pizza Peel in order to remove your cooked pizza from 
the Pizza Oven Box and transfer it to a cutting board or serving 
tray.

Rolling Pin (optional) We recommend hand stretching your Pizza Dough for best 
results, although you can use a Rolling Pin if you choose to do so.
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Directions

Step 1 Dust a Wooden Pizza Peel with Flour

Step 2 Coat Pizza Dough with Flour by laying one side of Pizza Dough and then the 
other in Flour.

Step 3 Hand-Stretch or use a Rolling Pin to roll the Pizza Dough into a 12" disk.

Step 4 Place your stretched Pizza Dough onto the Wooden Pizza Peel.

Step 5 Using a Ladle or Large Spoon, place the Pizza Sauce in center of your Pizza 
Dough and using a circular motion, spread evenly around the pizza.

Step 7 Evenly distribute the Mozzarella Cheese over your Pizza Dough.

Step 6 Evenly distribute the Pepperoni or Salami over your Pizza Dough.

Step 8 Sprinkle the Sea Salt over your Pizza Dough.

Step 9 Lightly drizzle Olive Oil over your Pizza Dough, beginning in the center and using 
a circular/spiral motion moving towards the outer edge and then you can also 
brush or rub a small amount of Olive Oil over the top and outer edge of crust to 
assist with browning the crust if you would like.

Step 10 Launch the pizza into the Pizza Oven Box and cook for 1 minute.

Step 11 Using the Round Pizza Turner or Spatula, rotate your pizza using a 1/4 to 1/3 turn 
every 30 to 45 seconds to evenly brown your pizza.

Step 12 Once your pizza is almost ready (after approx 2 1/2 to 3 min*) remove the pizza 
with the Metal Pizza Peel and evenly distribute Oregano Leaves over pizza and 
cook for 30 to 45 seconds.

Step 13 Remove and enjoy!
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*Cooking times are provided as basic guidelines. Weather conditions,Grill condi-
tion and Grill performance such as its BTU rating will all affect cooking times.

See www.bakerstonebox.com for recipes, demonstrations and other helpful tips



Banana and Nutella Dessert Pizza - Yield: One 12" to 13" Pizza

Ingredient Quantity Notes

Pizza Dough 1 Ball Use your favorite Pizza Dough recipe or store-bought Pizza Dough 

Hazelnut Spread 60-80g Use your favorite Chocolate/Hazelnut spread

Banana 60-100g Peel and slice your Banana into circular slices or cut into cubes

Sea Salt to taste Use your favorite style of Sea Salt, finely or coarsely  ground are 
acceptable

Olive
Oil

to taste Use a good quality EVOO (Extra Virgin Olive Oil) for best flavor

Hazelnuts* to taste  You can leave your Hazelnuts whole or chop if desired
* You can substitute any whole, sliced or chopped nuts that you like, such as 

almonds, walnuts or peanuts.

Flour .11-.24L  For dusting peel and coating of Pizza Dough

Equipment
Pizza Peel (Wooden) Use a Wooden Pizza Peel that has been dusted with flour in order 

to transfer your pizza into the Pizza Oven Box.

Ladle or Large Spoon Use a Ladle or Large Spoon to transfer the Pizza Sauce to your 
stretched Pizza Dough.

Round Pizza Turner
or Spatula

Use a Round Pizza Turner or Spatula to rotate your pizza through-
out the cooking process.

Pizza Peel (Metal) Use a Metal Pizza Peel in order to remove your cooked pizza from 
the Pizza Oven Box and transfer it to a cutting board or serving 
tray.

Rolling Pin (optional) We recommend hand stretching your Pizza Dough for best 
results, although you can use a Rolling Pin if you choose to do so.
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Directions

Step 1 Dust a Wooden Pizza Peel with Flour

Step 2 Coat Pizza Dough with Flour by laying one side of Pizza Dough and then the 
other in Flour.

Step 3 Hand-Stretch or use a Rolling Pin to roll the Pizza Dough into a 12" disk.

Step 4 Place your stretched Pizza Dough onto the Wooden Pizza Peel.

Step 5 Mix up your Hazelnut Spread to ensure that it is a bit creamier and easier to spread.

Step 7 Evenly distribute the Bananas over your Pizza Dough

Step 6 Gently spread the Hazelnut Spread around your Pizza Dough, taking care to not 
rip through the dough.  This may be easier to do by hand.

Step 9 Sprinkle the Sea Salt over your Pizza Dough.

Step 8 Evenly distribute the Hazelnuts over your Pizza Dough.

Step 10 Lightly drizzle Olive Oil over your Pizza Dough, beginning in the center and using 
a circular/spiral motion moving towards the outer edge and then you can also 
brush or rub a small amount of Olive Oil over the top and outer edge of crust to 
assist with browning the crust if you would like.

Step 11 Launch the pizza into the Pizza Oven Box and cook for 1 minute.

Step 12 Using the Round Pizza Turner or Spatula, rotate your pizza using a 1/4 to 1/3 turn 
every 30 to 45 seconds to evenly brown your pizza. Cook for around 3 minutes 
+/- or until cooked to your liking *.

Step 13 Remove and enjoy!
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*Cooking times are provided as basic guidelines. Weather conditions,Grill condi-
tion and Grill performance such as its BTU rating will all affect cooking times.

See www.bakerstonebox.com for recipes, demonstrations and other helpful tips
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